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11 Abstract
12 Associative memory has been increasingly investigated in immersive virtual reality (VR) environments, but conditions that
13 enable physical exploration remain heavily under-investigated. To address this issue, we designed two museum rooms in VR
14 throughout which participants could physically walk (i.e., high immersive and interactive fidelity). Participants were instructed to
15 memorize all room details, which each contained nine paintings and two stone sculptures. On a subsequent old/new recognition
16 task, we examined to what extent shared associated context (i.e., spatial boundaries, ordinal proximity) and physically travelled
17 distance between paintings facilitated recognition of paintings from the museum rooms. Participants more often correctly
18 recognized a sequentially probed old painting when the directly preceding painting was encoded within the same room or in a
19 proximal position, relative to those encoded across rooms or in a distal position. A novel finding was that sequentially probed
20 paintings from the same room were also recognized better when the physically travelled spatial or temporal distance between the
21 probed paintings was shorter, as compared with longer distances. Taken together, our results in highly immersive VR support the
22 notion that spatiotemporal context facilitates recognition of associated event content.

23 Keywords Episodicmemory . Associative recognition . Event segmentation . Interactive fidelity . Virtual reality

24

25 Introduction

26 Although our senses are subjected to a continuous flow of
27 information, memories of the past are retrieved as discrete
28 episodes of perceptual and spatiotemporal information. That
29 is, episodic memories consist of the “what,” “where,” and
30 “when” elements of events (Mahr & Csibra, 2018; Tulving,
31 2002). During episodic memory formation, these elements are
32 bound in an associative conjugative process, such that each
33 element may form a retrieval cue for the entire memory. Thus,

34spatial and temporal context are core aspects of episodic mem-
35ories (Eichenbaum, 2017; Howard & Eichenbaum, 2013;
36Miller et al., 2013; Moser, Kropff, & Moser, 2008; O’Keefe
37& Nadal, 1978; Ranganath, 2010; Tulving, 1993; Vargha-
38Khadem, 1997).
39Whereas previous behavioral studies on how spatial con-
40text (e.g., navigation, orientation) facilitates episodic memory
41are relatively abundant, studies on how temporal context (e.g.,
42order, duration, proximity) impacts episodic memory are rel-
43atively scarce. In addition, while some studies involve active
44navigation (e.g., motoric control), studies that have investigat-
45ed these matters in ecologically rich settings involving free
46physical movement seem absent so far. To address these is-
47sues, we designed two museum rooms in virtual reality (VR)
48in which participants physically walked around freely while
49adhering to a pre-instructed route (i.e., no volition). On a sub-
50sequent old/new recognition task, we examined to what extent
51shared associated context (i.e., spatial boundaries, ordinal
52proximity) and the novel aspect of physical exploration of
53the environment (i.e., physically travelled spatial or temporal
54distance) facilitated recognition of museum room content.
55Several theories postulate how continuous sensory input
56may be organized into discrete episodic memories. Event seg-
57mentation theory (EST) holds that while experiencing the
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58 world, adaptive prediction and planning of future experience
59 and action is guided by a mental comparison of the mental
60 representational properties of the ongoing event (i.e., “the
61 working model”) against previously experienced events (i.e.,
62 “event models”). According to EST, episodic memories are
63 segmented by “event boundaries” that occur when shifts in
64 context give rise to prediction errors of near-future experience
65 (Radvansky & Zacks, 2017; Richmond & Zacks, 2017;
66 Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007).
67 Alternatively, context-retrieval models hold that items are
68 bound to a context representation that gradually drifts over
69 time, such that proximate items are indirectly linked by partial
70 overlap in context (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Polyn & Cutler,
71 2017; Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009). Taken together, ep-
72 isodic retrieval appears facilitated by shared associated con-
73 text, yet disrupted by an abrupt shift or gradual drift in context
74 (Dubrow & Davachi, 2013; DuBrow, Rouhani, Niv, &
75 Norman, 2017).
76 Many behavioral studies support the notion that spatial
77 context facilitates episodic memory. For instance, spatial nav-
78 igation appears enhanced by associated topographical cues
79 and disrupted by shifts in cue location (e.g., see the classic
80 “Morris water maze” experiment (Morris, 1984), or for a re-
81 view of similar studies in VR see Hamilton, Johnson,
82 Redhead, & Verney, 2009). Other studies showed that orien-
83 tation and self-motion facilitate episodic memory (e.g., see
84 King, Burgess, Hartley, Vargha-Khadem, & O’Keefe, 2002;
85 Simons & Wang, 1998). In contrast, behavioral studies on
86 how temporal context may improve episodic memory are rel-
87 atively scarce. Classic findings are that temporal order facili-
88 tates recall (Howard & Kahana, 1999, 2002) and recognition
89 of items that are probed in the encoded order (Light & Schurr,
90 1973). In addition, explicit and implicit knowledge of tempo-
91 ral duration was found to facilitate memory processes via ex-
92 pectancy and enhanced sensory processing of target stimuli
93 (e.g., van de Ven, Kochs, Smulders, & De Weerd, 2017;
94 Vangkilde, Coull, & Bundesen, 2012). Further, behavioral
95 studies provide evidence that not just temporal order, but rath-
96 er ordinal proximity (i.e., temporal contiguity) may enhance
97 recognition. This was first shown in a behavioral study by
98 Schwartz, Howard, Jing, and Kahana (2005): In an old/new
99 recognition task of previously shown images, successively
100 probed old items were more often correctly recognized when
101 the directly preceding itemwas encoded at a proximal position
102 (relative ordinal position [lag] = -1 or +1) than at a distal
103 position (lag >10, bidirectional). This effect was almost en-
104 tirely attributable to cases in which the first image received a
105 highest-confidence judgment (“sure old”).
106 Relevantly, other studies emphasized how shifts in associ-
107 ated context (e.g., “event boundaries”) may disrupt retrieval
108 from long-term memory. Ezzyat and Davachi (2011) manipu-
109 lated the suggested temporal proximity between a protago-
110 nist’s actions in a narrative (i.e., by insertion of the verbal

111temporal boundary “a while later”). The study revealed that
112participants’ memory for pre-boundary sentences was lower
113than for post-boundary or control (“a moment later”) pre- and
114post-boundary sentences. Likewise, in another study, memory
115for video narratives was impaired when event boundaries
116were removed (Schwan & Garsoffky, 2004). Similar effects
117on associative memory (i.e., on recency discrimination and
118temporal proximity judgments) were found in studies that
119used visual image sequences as the encoded stimuli (e.g.,
120Dubrow & Davachi, 2013, 2016; Ezzyat & Davachi, 2014).
121Furthermore, recently one study showed that although percep-
122tual event boundaries impaired associative memory for cross-
123boundary image pairs, associative memory was enhanced for
124single images that flanked the event boundaries (Heusser,
125Ezzyat, Shiff, & Davachi, 2018).
126Only few studies have begun to assess how associated con-
127text may facilitate or disrupt long-termmemory in settings that
128are more naturalistic than narrative and image-based studies.
129One VR study investigated the effect of spatial boundaries on
130order judgments for long-term episodic memory (Horner,
131Bisby, Wang, Bogus, & Burgess, 2016). Participants navigat-
132ed (via keyboard and computer screen) a VR environment of
13348 adjacent rooms that were separated by doors. Each room
134contained two objects for which participants had to identify
135whether they were man-made or natural. Subsequently, par-
136ticipants received a three-alternative forced-choice sequential
137memory task (“which object came before/after?”), in which
138half of the cue-target pairs were encountered in the same room
139and the other half in directly adjacent rooms. Results showed
140that temporal order judgment for two sequential objects was
141more accurate when both objects were encountered within the
142same room than between adjacent rooms, regardless of
143forward or backward temporal lag. This effect persisted
144when encoding time and spatial and temporal distance
145between objects were controlled for.
146Brunec, Ozubko, Barense, and Moscovitch (2017) exam-
147ined to what extent temporal duration and order judgments for
148event content depended on recollection or familiarity-based
149memory representations. Participants repeatedly viewed an
150automatically navigated route through traffic in a VR environ-
151ment on a computer screen (derived fromGoogle Streets View
152of Chicago). The route had stops of variable durations at in-
153tersections. Participants were instructed to remember as many
154details as possible about the route and its intersections.
155Thereafter, participants received an old/new recognition task
156containing 16 intersections and had to indicate for each wheth-
157er they were recollected, familiar, or new. They were also
158shown intersections in pairs and in a list, which they had to
159sort on order and on temporal duration. Participants reliably
160indicated temporal duration for intersections that were recol-
161lected, but not for those that were familiar. In contrast, order
162judgments were accurate for both recollection- and
163familiarity-based judgments. Thus, the ability to recollect
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164 events seemed essential for temporal duration but not order
165 judgments. In sum, these findings indicate that spatial and
166 temporal contextual features are important in forming and
167 retrieving perceptual events from memory.
168 Our current study uses a novel design to test contextual
169 memory effects. That is, participants physically explored a
170 naturalistic VR environment in which they were immersed
171 in a physically unconstrained manner. Our study adds in sev-
172 eral ways to the existing literature. First, neural substrates of
173 memory in conventional lab studies appear to differ signifi-
174 cantly from those for tasks in autobiographic environments
175 (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2004; Chen, Gilmore, Nelson, &
176 McDermott, 2017). Thus, conventional memory effects
177 should be replicated in ecologically rich, naturalistic environ-
178 ments. VR may be a suitable candidate, as neural correlates
179 activated by VR seem largely similar to those underlying real-
180 life situations (e.g., see Aronov & Tank, 2014; Mellet et al.,
181 2010; Plank, Snider, Kaestner, Halgren, & Poizner, 2015; but
182 for differences, see: Aghajan et al., 2015). Moreover, informa-
183 tion learned in VR transfers to, and can be reliably assessed in,
184 real-life environments (Connors, Chrastil, Sánchez, &
185 Merabet, 2014; Lloyd, Persaud, & Powell, 2009).
186 Relevantly, our VR environment appears a suitable approach
187 to an ecologically valid environment due to the high relative
188 fidelity of sensory immersion (e.g., HD visuals, background
189 sound, light conditions) in our VR design. Other issues rele-
190 vant to the use of VR for psychology research in general are
191 reviewed elsewhere (see Wilson & Soranzo, 2015).
192 Second, an important aspect of our VR design over con-
193 ventional studies regards interactive fidelity (for a thorough
194 review of the relevance of immersive and interactive fidelity
195 and other challenges to the study of episodic memory in VR,
196 see Smith, 2019). Some studies found that active navigation
197 (keyboard-controlled) of a screen-based VR environment in-
198 creased episodic memory relative to passive viewing (e.g.,
199 Hahm et al., 2007; Sauzéon et al., 2012; Sauzéon, N’Kaoua,
200 Arvind Pala, Taillade, & Guitton, 2016). Other studies empha-
201 sized that interaction consists of two major components: “vo-
202 lition” (i.e., freedom of choice about how to interact with the
203 environment) and “motoric control” (i.e., the act of physical
204 interaction). Participants navigated through a VR city via a
205 steering wheel and pedals. Here, motoric control impaired
206 item recognition (but not spatial memory) compared to condi-
207 tions of passive viewing, which in turn performed worse than
208 the volitional control condition (see: Jebara, Orriols, Zaoui, &
209 Berthoz, & Piolino, 2014; Plancher, Barra, Orriols, & Piolino,
210 2013). Relevantly, Laurent, Ensslin, and Marí-Beffa (2016)
211 provided a critical note, in that intensive motoric control
212 may have distracted attention from encoding. Finally, a recent
213 study showed that the combination of both volitional and mo-
214 toric control may have additive benefits (Chrastil & Warren,
215 2015). Overall, the effects of degree and type of control (mo-
216 toric vs. volitional) still remain to be disentangled. Our current

217experiment is novel in that participants who immersed into our
218VR environment were allowed extensive motoric control (i.e.,
219physical exploration). We did not involve conditions of pas-
220sive viewing or volitional control.
221Finally, our VR design benefitted not only ecological va-
222lidity over conventional paradigms but also experimental con-
223trol and means of data analysis. Beyond standardization and
224manipulation of stimuli, our paradigm allowed for the tracking
225and logging of physical movement of participants and their
226viewing direction and viewing time. This enabled the novel
227analysis of whether physically travelled spatial and temporal
228distance modulated subsequent memory performance, which
229provides crucial insights into how overt and physical interac-
230tion with a naturalistic environment affects our episodic mem-
231ory of it.
232In our study, we evaluated how context modulates recogni-
233tion accuracy. Participants physically walked on a pre-
234instructed route (on which there were no physical boundaries
235to prevent them from wandering off) in two virtual museum
236rooms that each contained nine paintings and two stone sculp-
237tures. They later received an old/new recognition task for the
238paintings. We expected that participants would more often cor-
239rectly recognize a sequentially probed old painting if the direct-
240ly preceding painting was encoded within the same room than
241across rooms (e.g., see Horner et al., 2016), or in ordinal prox-
242imity rather than in ordinal distance within the same room (e.g.,
243see Schwartz et al., 2005). Finally, in an exploratory analysis,
244we investigated whether physical exploration parameters, such
245as travelled distance between paintings in the same room, af-
246fected subsequent memory recognition. To this end, we devel-
247oped a new analysis approach, which we term the distance-
248based mnemonic probability function.

249Method

250All data and (non-copyright) material associated with this ar-
251ticle are freely available on the Open Science Framework at
252https://osf.io/emk6d.

253Participants

254Thirty students (Mage = 21.7 years, SD = 2.3, range: 18–28
255years, 20 women, 10 men) from Maastricht University were
256recruited via flyers and participated in the study. A post hoc
257power analysis revealed that with a sample size of 30, alpha
258set at .05, two-tailed, and a medium effect size (Cohen’s d =
259.5), a power of 0.75 was achieved for paired-samples t-tests
260(calculated via G*Power 3; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner,
2612007). We screened participants so that only students who
262reported to have never experienced VR and had 100% normal
263or corrected vision entered the experiment. Participants were
264also screened via a “Yes/No” self-report questionnaire that
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265 consisted of a checklist of neurological, cardiovascular, and
266 mental disorders, as these might be negatively affected byVR-
267 induced “Simulator Sickness” (e.g., symptoms such as nau-
268 sea, fatigue, headache, disorientation, arousal, and increased
269 heart rate) that a minority of VR participants typically experi-
270 ence (Nichols & Patel, 2002; Sharples, Cobb, Moody, &
271 Wilson, 2008). The study was approved by the Ethical
272 Review Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and
273 Neuroscience of Maastricht University, Maastricht, the
274 Netherlands. Participation was awarded by financial compen-
275 sation or course credit.

276 Materials

277 VR lab, hardware and software The experiment took place in a
278 behavioral laboratory at Maastricht University designed for
279 the purpose of VR research. The laboratory consisted of a
280 control area for the researcher and a behavioral area of 4–6
281 m2 in which participants could physically freely walk around
282 the VR simulation. In both areas, screens were located on
283 which the researcher could monitor in 2D the content of the
284 3D VR simulation. The VR hardware consisted of a tracking
285 system (http://www.phasespace.com/) and a head-mounted
286 display (http://www.nvisinc.com/) that received the VR
287 output through wireless high-definition multimedia interface
288 (HDMI), giving the participant full freedom of physical move-
289 ment to explore the VR environment. The visual simulation
290 software Vizard 5 (http:/www.worldviz.com/) was employed
291 to simulate the physical environment of two museum rooms.
292 A script written in Python logged the participants’ XY
293 position in the environment, including viewing direction and

294location sampled at 10 Hz (100 ms temporal resolution) and at
295millimeter resolution. The museum rooms and decorations
296were created in the 3D software Blender 3D (http://www.
297blender.org/).

298Virtual museum rooms Two museum rooms were designed to
299vary in spatial layout, decorative objects, light conditions, and
300sound. Both VR rooms spanned the full physical space of the
301behavioral area. One room was referred to as “the light room”
302(see Fig. 1A for a screenshot). The room had a modern design:
303concrete walls, a skylight ceiling, and spotlights. The room
304was constructed in an open rectangular shape. Participants
305could walk around a (virtual) marble bench and two bronze
306statues, which were located in the middle of the room. The
307walls contained nine framed paintings in total. The room was
308surrounded in 360° by sound that simulated background noise
309of museum visitors (e.g., whispering, footsteps). A second
310room was referred to as “the dark room” (see Fig. 1B for a
311screenshot). This room had a classic design, which involved
312dimmed light and warm tones of wallpaper. The room was
313constructed in a fixed S-shape, which obscured the partici-
314pants’ view to most of the room’s content at any position.
315The walls contained nine framed paintings in total and two
316stone-carved sculptures. This room did not contain any back-
317ground sound.

318Stimuli We used digitized samples of real paintings that were
319rendered and framed in 3D from high-definition images
320(Mresolution ± 1,600 × 1,600 pixels). We chose paintings as
321target items because they can be naturalistically rendered in
3223D from their 2D counterparts and because they look very

Fig. 1 Virtual reality (VR) environments. Shown are print screens of the
“light” (A ) and “dark” (B) museum rooms in the VR simulation. Insets
appended to each print screen show the general layout of the room and the

instructed walking direction for exploration marked by the black arrow-
headed path. The gray arrow indicates the approximate viewing direction
of the print screens
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323 similar from any angle, ensuring consistent encoding among
324 participants. In online databases, we searched for impression-
325 ist paintings by Monet, Van Gogh, and Guillaumin and ex-
326 pressionist paintings by Picasso. We selected paintings only if
327 they appeared in series that contained paintings of close re-
328 semblance, so that we would also obtain “lures” for the rec-
329 ognition task. We obtained 54 such pairs of paintings. Next,
330 we removed all pairs that we thought were well known to the
331 general public or otherwise standing out. Our final selection of
332 18 painting pairs involved pairs by Monet (n = 7), Van Gogh
333 (n = 5), Guillaumin (n = 2), and Picasso (n = 4). In a pilot
334 study, we verified that none of the participants recognized the
335 selected paintings from encounters prior to the study. We
336 matched paintings across the two rooms based on painter,
337 style, color pallet, and content. Paintings in both rooms
338 depicted landscapes with trees, human-like figures, a human
339 and/or flowers, water or a river, and windmills.
340 We verified that the pictures in the two rooms were com-
341 parable in terms of visual features. A previous study showed
342 that beta and gamma parameters of a Weibull distribution
343 effectively captured the visual appearance of natural images,
344 and that these parameters strongly correlated with brain activ-
345 ity (Scholte, Ghebreab, Waldorp, Smeulders, & Lamme,
346 2009). We used this approach to estimate beta and gamma
347 parameters from the paintings in our study and found no sta-
348 tistically significant difference between the two rooms (beta:
349 t(16) = -0.29, p = 0.77; gamma: t(16) = -0.10, p = 0.91). Bayes
350 factors showed that the data were more likely to occur under
351 the null hypothesis of no difference for both parameters (beta:
352 BF01 = 2.36; gamma: BF01 = 2.42). This indicated that the
353 paintings were similar in visual content across the rooms.

354 Old/new recognition task A recognition task was pro-
355 grammed in Psychopy 1.8 (Peirce, 2007). The recognition
356 task consisted of 77 trials. Each trial prompted participants
357 with a single painting. Fifty trials contained an “old” painting,
358 i.e., a painting encoded in one of our simulated museum
359 rooms. Specifically, the four “boundary” paintings (first and
360 last paintings of the rooms) were prompted on two trials each,
361 while the remaining 14 “old” paintings were prompted on
362 three trials each. The outstanding 27 trails consisted of 18
363 “lure” paintings that closely resembled the old paintings, and
364 nine “new” paintings that did not look like the old-lure paint-
365 ing pairs. The choice to prompt paintings multiple times, as
366 well as the variation in number of prompts, was a compromise
367 to increase the amount of “sequential trials” that would be
368 available for analysis.
369 Per participant, the recognition task shuffled the trials in
370 random order, after which a number of sequential trials were
371 automatically reordered to display paintings that were encoded
372 in close or far ordinal proximity (14 pairings on average) or that
373 were encoded in the same room or not (28 pairings on average).
374 Per trial, participants had an unlimited amount of time to

375respond via a keyboard to the question “Did you see this image
376in one of the rooms?”Yet, the paintings were only displayed for
377a maximum duration of 5 s on the screen. Paintings also disap-
378peared from the screen in case a response was provided before
379this time lapsed. A response with the “H” key signified “Yes,”
380the “J” key signified “No.” In the latter case, the next trial
381started. In case of responding “Yes,” the instruction “Did you
382see the picture in the Dark room or the Light room?” was
383shown. Subjects could respond with the “H” key to indicate
384the dark room and with the “J” key to indicate the light room.
385In case participants indicated on a trial that they had seen the
386painting in a particular room, the final question of the trial was
387“How confident are you about this answer?” A response with
388the “H” key signified “Sure,” the “J” key signified “Pretty
389Confident,” the “K” key “Not so confident,” and the “L” key
390“Completely unsure.”

391Procedure

392We first familiarized participants with the VR laboratory.
393Thereafter, participants were instructed that they were about
394to explore two museum rooms, a “light room” and a “dark
395room,” though not necessarily in that order. Participants were
396instructed to follow a specific route throughout the rooms,
397which was graphically depicted on an A4 sheet. The instruc-
398tions emphasized that they were only allowed to walk by and
399view objects once. Participants were recommended to take
400their time to memorize objects in detail. As an incentive
401against poor effort, participants were informed that “the best
402participant”would receive an extra reward, i.e., chocolate bars
403worth 3 euros. Next, participants were equipped with the VR
404gear and located at the starting position. To familiarize partic-
405ipants to VR, they were first immersed into a space that
406consisted of a tiled floor. When the participants indicated that
407they were ready to explore the museum rooms, they were
408immersed in the light or dark room, which was selected based
409on randomization. After completion of that room, participants
410raised their hand, were guided back to the starting position,
411and immersed into the second museum room. After comple-
412tion of both rooms, participants were seated behind a comput-
413er screen on which the recognition task was administered.
414Participants received the following written instructions:
415“You will see a number of images. For each image, you will
416have to indicate if you saw it before in one of the two rooms,
417and how confident you are about your decision. Specific in-
418structions on how to do this are presented during the task.
419Each image will only be shown for a few seconds. However,
420you have unlimited time to respond. Only after your re-
421sponses, the next image will appear. It is possible that images
422are shown multiple times during this recognition task.” After
423the recognition task, participants were asked if they had ever
424seen any of the paintings prior to the experiment, to gauge
425whether they had non-experimental knowledge of the stimuli.
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426 At the end of the experiment, participants filled in the ITC –
427 Sense of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI: Lessiter, Freeman,
428 Keogh, & Davidoff, 2001), a measure of “presence” (i.e., the
429 subjective sense that a subject was mentally transported to the
430 virtual environment; sometimes described as the sense of “be-
431 ing there”) as well as negative VR effects (e.g., headache,
432 nausea, eye strain, or other symptoms of simulator sickness
433 or disorientation) that participants may experience during and
434 after exposure to a visually displayed environment. There is
435 evidence that presence and simulator sickness may be nega-
436 tively related (for a review, see Weech, Kenny, & Barnett-
437 Cowan, 2019). Participants rated a set of 38 questions on these
438 topics on a five-point scale from “strongly disagree” (1) to
439 “strongly agree” (5). The ITC-SOPI also includes questions
440 on the level of prior knowledge and experience that partici-
441 pants had with 2D or 3D images, VR, and other visually
442 displayed or simulated environments. The ITC-SOPI was ad-
443 ministered strictly as a confound measure in relation to phys-
444 ical exploration. Finally, participants received their financial
445 compensation and were debriefed.

446 Statistical analysis

447 Conventional analysis of recognition performance Paired-
448 samples t-tests were employed (two-tailed). We first examined
449 whether memory performance depended on spatial or temporal
450 context during encoding. For this analysis, we focused only on
451 hit rates (HR; proportion of correctly responding “old” to an
452 item on the recognition task) because half of the participants
453 saw four or fewer lure trials in the spatial or temporal pairings.
454 To assess the effect of spatial boundaries, HRs for sequentially
455 probed items from within a museum room were compared to
456 those from across museum rooms. That is, of all pairs of se-
457 quentially probed items of which the first item was correctly
458 recognized, we tested whether the HR of the second item was
459 higher when that item came from the same room during
460 encoding as the first item of the probed pair. We compared
461 HRs for source attributions to chance level performance
462 (chance proportion = .5) via a one-sample t-test. To test for
463 ordinal proximity effects, HRs were compared for sequentially
464 probed items that were encoded within the same room in ordi-
465 nal proximity (lag -3 to +3) versus in ordinal distance (lag ≤ -4
466 or ≥ +4). That is, of all pairs of sequentially probed items of
467 which the first itemwas correctly recognized, we tested wheth-
468 er HR of the second item was higher if that item followed the
469 first item proximally rather than distally during encoding. This
470 approach is comparable to one used in a previous study
471 (Schwartz et al., 2005). Effect sizes are reported for significant
472 results. For non-significant results, we calculated the Bayes
473 factor to test the likelihood that the data resulted from the null
474 hypothesis over the alternative hypothesis of a difference be-
475 tween conditions (that is, BF01), using JASP (JASP Team,
476 2018). We also examined participants’ confidence ratings.

477Finally, for exploratory purposes, we examined whether mem-
478ory sensitivity (d’) and HR for old paintings and false-alarm
479rate (FAR) for lure paintings differed between items relevant to
480the light room compared to the dark room.

481Effect of physical exploration on recognition To investigate
482whether physical exploration had an influence on subsequent
483memory recognition, we developed a two-step analysis pro-
484cedure in which we calculated distance-based mnemonic
485probability functions (d-MPFs). First, we selected sequential-
486ly probed old paintings that were encoded from the same room
487and of which participants correctly recognized the first paint-
488ing of each pair (see also the previous analyses). For each pair
489of paintings, we calculated the travelled spatial and temporal
490distance between the respective paintings during encoding
491from the VR log files. Spatial distance was calculated as the
492cumulative distance travelled between the two paintings in
493meters (using Matlab’s distance function). Temporal distance
494was calculated as elapsed time while traversing between the
495central positions of the two paintings in seconds. A probability
496distribution histogram was then calculated for the spatial or
497the temporal distances using five bins of equal distances in,
498respectively, meters or seconds, collapsed across the two
499rooms. In the second analysis step, for each spatial or temporal
500bin, we calculated each participant’s HR of the second item of
501each pair of paintings, resulting in d-MPFs that captured the
502probability for correct recognition judgments as a function of
503spatial or temporal distance. The d-MPFs of all participants
504were subsequently analyzed using a permutation-based T-test
505(Ernst, 2004;Welch, 1990; Mielke Jr & Berry, 1994), which is
506robust against violations of normality and variance homoge-
507neity. The permutation p-value (pperm; two-tailed, obtained
508from 2,000 permutations) represents the proportion of the sur-
509rogate T values that is higher than the T value from the ob-
510served data.

511Results

512Spatial context in recognition memory

513We examined to what extent shared associated context in the
514form of spatial boundaries influenced participants’ recognition
515performance. Sequentially probed old paintings on the recog-
516nition task from within the same museum room received a
517higher HR (M = .65, SEM = .04, CI95 = [.57, .72]) than those
518from across museum rooms (M= .58, SEM = .04,CI95 = [.50,
519.65]; Fig. 2A). This difference was statistically significant,
520t(29) = 2.14, p = 0.04, d = 0.36). Thus, sequentially probed
521paintings from within a museum room were more often cor-
522rectly recognized than those from across museum rooms. We
523also ran an analysis of source attribution. The mean source HR
524(i.e., rate of correct source room attributions for recognized
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525 old paintings) for the light room (M = .74, SEM = .04, CI95 =
526 [.66, .81]) was lower than that for the dark room (M = .81,
527 SEM = .03, CI95 = [.76, .87]). This difference was not statis-
528 tically significant, t(29) = -1.71, p = 0.09, but the evidence in
529 favor of the null hypothesis was weak, BF01 = 0.71.

530 Temporal context in recognition memory

531 Next, we examined whether sequentially probed old paintings
532 from within the same room were more likely to be correctly
533 recognized when encoded in ordinal proximity (lag -3 to +3;
534 close pairs) compared to ordinal distance (lag ≤ -4 or ≥ +4;
535 remote pairs). Participants’mean HR for close pairs (M = .71;
536 SEM = .04, CI95 = [.64, .78]) was higher than for remote pairs
537 (M = .58; SEM = .05, CI95 = [.49, .68]; Fig. 2B). This differ-
538 ence was statistically significant, t(29) = 2.45, p = 0.02, d =
539 0.41. Thus, sequentially probed old paintings from within the
540 same room were more likely to be correctly recognized when
541 encoded in close ordinal proximity than in ordinal distance.
542 Furthermore, the mean confidence rating for close pairs (M =
543 1.87, SEM = 0.12, CI95 = [1.63, 2.10]) was not statistically
544 significantly different from the mean confidence rating for
545 remote pairs (M = 1.77, SEM = 0.14, CI95 = [1.50, 2.04];
546 t(27) = 1.31, p = 0.20; BF01 = 2.30). Note that in this analysis
547 of confidence ratings two subjects were excluded because of
548 too few hits for one or more conditions.
549 To assess the directionality of the temporal lag effect, we
550 split the temporal context analysis in forward and backward
551 direction of ordinal proximity: By “forward temporal lag” we

552refer to items that were sequentially probed in the temporal
553direction of encoding, whereas by “backward temporal lag”
554we refer to items that were sequentially probed in the order
555opposite to their encounter in VR. As a follow-up of the gen-
556eral temporal lag effect, we conducted one-tailed t-tests for the
557forward- and backward-lagged analyses. We found a statisti-
558cally significant effect of close versus remote pairs for
559backward-lagged sequentially probed paintings, t(29) = 2.16,
560p = 0.02, d = 0.37, such that the mean HR for close pairs (M =
561.68; SEM = .05, CI95 = [.58, .77]) was higher than the mean
562HR for remote pairs (M = .50; SEM = .07, CI95 = [.36, .63]).
563Participants’ recognition performance for item pairs in the
564forward-lag direction showed a similar trend, where close
565pairs had a higher mean HR (M = .77; SEM = .05, CI95 =
566[.68, .86]) than remote pairs (M = .66; SEM = .06, CI95 =
567[.55, .77]). This difference was not statistically significant,
568t(29) = 1.57, p = 0.06, but the effect size was moderately
569strong, d = 0.27.

570VR physically travelled distance and recognition
571memory

572To investigate whether physical exploration of the VR ex-
573plained subsequent memory recognition, we analyzed the log
574files of the movements and viewing direction of each partici-
575pant in the VR environment over time. Log files of three par-
576ticipants were missing and one file was corrupted. We calculat-
577ed distance-based mnemonic probability functions (d-MPFs)
578for individually travelled spatial and temporal distances

Fig. 2 Results. Memory performance metrics for sequentially probed
items coming from within the same or different rooms (A ), for
sequentially probed items encoded in proximal or distal ordinal distance

(B), and for (C) d’, (D) hit rate (HR), and (E) false alarm rate (FAR) for
the light and dark room. Error bars = SEM; * = significant difference (p <
.05) between the two bars; NS = no significant difference
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579 between picture pairs during encoding. As was to be expected,
580 the spatial and temporal distances were highly correlated (r =
581 .90, p < 0.001). Results showed that, pooled across both rooms,
582 travelled spatial and temporal distance between paintings sig-
583 nificantly predicted memory performance (spatial: T[18] = -4.1,
584 pperm < 0.001, Cohen’s d = -0.93; temporal: T[14] = -3.5, pperm
585 < 0.01, Cohen’s d = -0.91), with better recognition for shorter
586 spatial or temporal distances compared to longer distances (see
587 Fig. 3). Thus, VR exploration parameters modulated subse-
588 quent memory performance in either room.

589 ITC-SOPI

590 We calculated average composite scores for each of the four
591 subscales of the ITC-SOPI (mean (SD) of Spatial Presence =
592 3.51 (0.62); Engagement = 3.68 (0.49); Ecological Validity =
593 3.79 (0.69); Negative Effects = 2.54 (0.80)). None of the sub-
594 scales correlated with performance on the memory recogni-
595 tion task (all ps > 0.13) or confidence ratings (all ps > 0.7). We
596 also correlated memory performance and confidence ratings
597 with “Motion Sickness” (items B14, B26 and B37 from the
598 Negative Effects subscale; mean (SD) = 2.56 (1.06)), and
599 found no significant effects (memory performance, p = 0.37;
600 confidence ratings, p = 0.86). From this we conclude that
601 negative side effects of VR did not affect subsequent memory
602 performance.

603 Exploratory analysis of cross-room effects

604 For exploratory purposes, we analyzed recognition effects
605 across rooms. Figure 4 depicts the route taken in each room
606 by a randomly selected participant. Based on the log files, we
607 found that participants on average spent a comparable amount
608 of time in the light room (M = 285.30 s, SEM = 33.21, CI95 =
609 [220.21, 350.39]) to in the dark room (M = 290.80 s, SEM =
610 21.35, CI95 = [248.95, 332.65]; t(25) = -0.27, p = 0.79).

611Moreover, viewing time of each of the paintings was similar
612between the light room (M = 20.42 s, SEM = 2.72 s, CI95 =
613[14.82, 25.46]) and the dark room (M= 19.38 s, SEM = 1.63 s,
614CI95 = [16.18, 22.59]), t(25) = 0.50, p = 0.62.
615Participants’ mean d’ differed statistically significantly
616(t(29) = 2.10, p = 0.045, d = 0.38) between the light (M =
6171.32, SEM = .16, CI95 = [.98, 1.66]) and the dark room (M =
6181.75, SEM = .15, CI95 = [1.44, 2.06]), suggesting that recog-
619nition memory was better for the dark than for the light room
620(Fig. 2C). To further investigate this effect, we analyzed the
621HR and FAR. Mean HR for the light room (M = .62, SEM =
622.04, CI95 = [.54, .70]) was not statistically significantly differ-
623ent from that of the dark room (M = .65, SEM = .03, CI95 =
624[.58, .72]; t(29) = -0.72 p = 0.48; Fig. 2D). The Bayes factor
625further indicated that the data were four times as likely to
626result from the null hypothesis of no difference (BF01 =
6274.06). Mean FAR differed significantly (t(29) = -3.14, p =
6280.004, d = -0.57) between the light (M = .25, SEM = .03,
629CI95 = [.18, .32]) and the dark room (M = .14, SEM = .02,
630CI95 = [.09, .19]), suggesting that participants tended to falsely
631recognize lures when they resembled items from the light
632room as compared with the dark room (Fig. 2E).
633Participants’ mean confidence rating for hits regarding the
634light room (M = 1.80, SEM = 0.11, CI95 = [1.58, 2.01]) was
635not statistically significantly different from their mean confi-
636dence rating for hits concerning the dark room (M = 1.86,
637SEM = 0.10, CI95 = [1.66, 2.05]; t(29) = -0.26, p = 0.80;
638BF01 = 4.98).

639Discussion

640Previous behavioral studies on how context facilitates episod-
641ic memory recognition in humans typically addressed the mat-
642ter for encoded narratives, (motion) pictures, or screen-based
643VR (e.g., see Burgess, Maguire, & O’Keefe, 2002; Horner

Fig. 3 Virtual reality (VR) physical exploration (i.e., travelled spatial and
temporal distance) effect on memory recognition. Bar plots show
distance-based mnemonic probability functions (d-MPFs) for (A )
travelled spatial distance (in meters, m) and (B) temporal distance (in

seconds, s). Y-axis displays hit rates (HR) for the second item in a pair
of sequentially tested items that were encoded in the same room, averaged
across participants
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644 et al., 2016). To our knowledge, the present study was the first
645 to examine this issue via a VR environment in which partici-
646 pants could physically explore the environment, and to sub-
647 sequently analyze effects of physically travelled spatial or
648 temporal distance on associative memory.
649 Our main findings on the old/new recognition task can be
650 catalogued as follows. First, we found that a sequentially
651 probed old painting was more often correctly recognized
652 when the directly preceding painting was encoded within the
653 same VR museum room than across rooms (a “spatial bound-
654 ary effect”). Second, sequentially probed old paintings were
655 more often correctly recognized when the directly preceding
656 painting was encoded in close ordinal proximity than in rela-
657 tive ordinal distance (within a room; an “ordinal proximity
658 effect”). Finally, our most important and novel analyses
659 showed that the “physically roamed spatial and temporal dis-
660 tance” between paintings was associated with the spatial and
661 temporal context effects on sequentially probed paintings that
662 were encoded within the same room. To our knowledge, we
663 are the first to show that physically travelled distances during
664 exploration affects subsequent memory performance. These
665 findings support the notion that spatial and temporal contex-
666 tual features are important in forming and retrieving percep-
667 tual events from memory.
668 The “spatial boundary effect” that we observed in our VR
669 paradigm is similar to findings by previous screen-based VR

670studies that required participants to navigate a series of rooms.
671In one study, participants whose avatar carried objects in a VR
672room had more accurate short-termmemory for carried objects
673if they were tested within the same room than if they were
674tested in another room and/or had returned to the original room
675(Radvansky & Copeland, 2006). Similarly, Horner et al.
676(2016) showed that long-term order memory for objects on a
677forced-choice recognition task was better for cue-target objects
678from within the same room than for cue-target pairs from di-
679rectly adjacent rooms. Contrary to Horner and colleagues, we
680found that source monitoring (i.e., correct source room attribu-
681tion for recognized old items) was higher than chance level,
682although monitoring did not differ between the two rooms.
683The “ordinal proximity effect” in our study adds to the few
684behavioral studies that have investigated how episodic mem-
685ory is facilitated by temporal context. Our finding in physical-
686ly explored VR closely resembles that of Schwartz et al.
687(2005), who showed that recognition of the second image of
688sequentially probed old images was enhanced when these
689pairs were encoded in relative ordinal proximity (i.e., close
690forward or backward relative ordinal position [lag]) than ordi-
691nal distance. In their study, this associative effect appeared
692almost wholly attributable to cases in which the first item of
693a successive old pair on the recognition task received a
694highest-confidence judgment (“sure old”). Although this as-
695sociative effect of lag was bi-directional, when we split our

Fig. 4 Museum path trace of a selected participant. The trace (black line)
marks the physical locations that the participant visited within the virtual
environment, with XY coordinates in meters. Colors indicate moments
along the track at which virtual reality (VR) helmet gaze was directed to

each of the virtual locations of the nine paintings (see color legend). Trace
information can be used to calculate travel and viewing times and visited
locations in the VR environment. Compare paths to insets of Fig. 1.
Arrow head indicates North
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696 own data into item pairs that were forward- and backward-
697 lagged, only the backward-lag effect was statistically signifi-
698 cant. However, as the forward-lag data in our study represent-
699 ed a nonsignificant moderate effect of the same trend, we
700 speculate that this effect was not significant, perhaps due to
701 our limited sample size.
702 Theories that hold that episodic memories are bound by
703 context and catalogued either by abrupt shifts or gradual drifts
704 in context over time are consistent with our findings.
705 Specifically, the “spatial boundary effect” fits with event seg-
706 mentation theories that suggest that episodic memories are
707 segmented by context shifts that lead to prediction errors of
708 near-future experience (e.g., Radvansky & Zacks, 2017;
709 Zacks et al., 2007). In addition, the “ordinal proximity effect”
710 supports temporal- and context-retrieval models that hold that
711 context representations gradually drift over time, linking prox-
712 imate items via partial overlap in context (e.g., Polyn&Cutler,
713 2017; Polyn et al., 2009). Admittedly, these findings also
714 neatly fit neuroscience studies that find that spatiotemporal
715 context central to episodic memory formation and retrieval
716 involves specialized neural cells (i.e., place, grid, orientation,
717 and time cells) in the hippocampus (e.g., see Eichenbaum,
718 2017; Howard & Eichenbaum, 2013; Miller et al., 2013).
719 In an explorative analysis, we found that the FAR was
720 lower for items from the “dark” room than from the “light”
721 room. One interpretation is that this finding might be attribut-
722 able to geometric differences between the rooms. It is possible
723 that the dark room may contain more event markers (Heusser
724 et al., 2018; Horner et al., 2016) due to local geometry (i.e., S-
725 shape, narrow alley, corners), and that its restricted view may
726 enhance item-specific encoding, decreasing FAR (Hege &
727 Dodson, 2004; McCabe, Presmanes, Robertson, & Smith,
728 2004). In contrast, the light room contains open geometry,
729 which may stimulate collective encoding, increasing FAR.
730 However, as we did not counterbalance paintings across
731 rooms – this was impractical at time of testing due to technical
732 limitations – an alternative interpretation is that the effect is
733 confounded by stimuli differences. Still, in considering alter-
734 native explanations, we found no differences across rooms
735 based on the visual features (beta and gamma parameters)
736 and viewing time of paintings. Although this suggests a con-
737 text effect, our design prevented us from further investigating
738 this issue in detail. However, we consider this finding a proof
739 of principle that is important to examine in a follow-up study.
740 Some limitations of the present study deserve comment.
741 First, we did not include a control group of passive viewing,
742 or a condition in which participants were given volitional con-
743 trol. Future studies could include a (screen-based) VR group
744 in which a prerecorded 3D video of the VR environment is
745 passively viewed (e.g., based on the log files of exploring
746 participants). Alternatively, control groups could involve par-
747 ticipants moving the environment via keyboard. Such ap-
748 proaches would enable direct data comparisons across

749screen-based and physical-movement based VR groups. In
750addition, future studies may opt to allow participants to deter-
751mine their itinerary prior to physically exploring the rooms, or
752“on the go” rather than to instruct them to follow a specific
753route. Volition may increase the degree of interaction and en-
754hance episodic memory (see Jebara et al., 2014). Further, tech-
755nical limitations at the time of testing involved that online
756randomization (e.g., counterbalancing) of paintings would
757lead to novel and delayed rendering (because of differences
758in frame sizes of the paintings, resolution, light settings, etc.).
759This would have caused pauses or breaks between the virtual
760rooms that we deemed impractical and distracting for partici-
761pants. Hence, we opted to match paintings across rooms rather
762than to counterbalance them. As a result, any analyses across
763rooms remained exploratory. Current software and technology
764in our lab do not suffer from these limitations anymore.
765Finally, to acquire sufficient “sequential pairs” for data analy-
766sis, we opted for the compromise to prompt old paintings
767multiple times. This could lead to “memory updating,” al-
768though participants did not receive feedback on their
769responses.
770A relevant note regarding our analysis of physically trav-
771elled distance effects is that previous studies have shown that
772distance estimation in VR appears to be somewhat com-
773pressed compared to real-life physical distances (Lampton,
774McDonald, Singer, & Bliss, 1995; Renner, Velichkovsky, &
775Helmert, 2013; Witmer & Kline, 1998). This may in part be
776due to VR hardware and technology (e.g., reviewed byRenner
777et al., 2013), with larger VR distance compression observed
778when using computer monitors compared to head-mounted
779displays (HMDs) comparable to those used in our study
780(Lampton et al., 1995; Willemsen & Gooch, 2002). Notably,
781our study focused on relative distances between items, thereby
782limiting a possible effect of VR distance compression on
783memory. However, it remains to be investigated how real ver-
784sus VR environments may affect memory performance.
785Inherent in our VR design are several strengths that make
786our paradigm worthwhile to use for future research on asso-
787ciative memory beyond effects of physical exploration. First,
788our stimuli can easily be standardized and manipulated (e.g.,
789randomized, counterbalanced). Second, due to the flat surface
790of the stimuli, encoding is likely consistent across participants,
791regardless of viewing angle towards the paintings. This en-
792hances validity and ease of use in recognition tasks. Third, in
793future studies, we can extend physical space using wire-free
794VR technology or virtual space (e.g., doors or “virtual telepor-
795tation” to separate spaces). This way, large sets of stimuli and
796large environments could be explored. Fourth, log files allow
797tracking of orientation, viewing time, and participant location,
798which enables analysis of interaction and roaming effects.
799Finally, we found no evidence for individual differences in
800negative effects of our VR setup, as measured by the ITC-
801SOPI, affecting memory performance.
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802 Our paradigm lends itself well to investigate other impor-
803 tant topics in associative memory research. First, as our stim-
804 uli consist of “series” of paintings, they can be used for a
805 variety of false-memory studies in which “the twin paintings”
806 are used as lures. Second, our paradigm could be used to
807 examine how context influences order and/or temporal dura-
808 tion judgments while “free-roaming.” Current studies on this
809 topic are screen-based (e.g. Brunec et al., 2017; Horner et al.,
810 2016). Third, follow-up studies could include conditions of
811 passive viewing and volitional control to investigate how as-
812 pects of interactivity other than physical movement may affect
813 episodic memory (e.g., see Jebara et al., 2014; Plancher et al.,
814 2013). Finally, in follow-up studies, other physical exploration
815 effects such as incidental experiences or geometry effects may
816 be isolated and investigated. We found that travelled spatial
817 and temporal distances were strongly correlated and had sim-
818 ilar effect sizes in explaining recognition performance.

819 Conclusion

820 In a novel VR paradigm in which participants could physical-
821 ly explore the environment, we examined how context related
822 to episodic memory recognition. Specifically, we showed that
823 when items shared context in the form of spatial boundaries or
824 close ordinal proximity, recognition performance was en-
825 hanced when such items were sequentially probed on an old/
826 new recognition task. We also showed that physically trav-
827 elled distances were associated with subsequent memory per-
828 formance, thereby demonstrating the unique opportunities that
829 physical exploration in VR may provide in studying memory
830 in natural settings. These findings are consistent with theories
831 that hold that episodic memories are catalogued by abrupt
832 context shifts and/or gradual context drifts. Our VR paradigm
833 is further applicable to a variety of episodic memory studies,
834 e.g., onmemory distortion effects, context effects on order and
835 duration judgments, effects of interaction versus passive view-
836 ing, and the effect of geometric, environmental and incidental
837 factors on episodic memory formation.
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